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Abstract. This research was carried out to study the efficiency of O3/S2O8
2- system in removal of Reactive 

Red 120 (RR120) dye sample. Different operating parameter such as pH, initial dye concentration and 

persulfate dosage were studied to evaluate the performance on removing colour and COD. The removal of 

colour and COD achieved higher efficiency at pH 7, 100 mg/L of initial dye concentration and persulfate 

dosage of 5 g S2O8
2-/1 g RR120. O3/S2O8

2- with the most effective conditions experienced effective 

decolourization and degradation of organic pollutants than O3 only. Furthermore, it achieved faster 

breakdown of azo bond and aromatic groups than O3 after treatment as observed with UV–Vis absorption 

spectra. The FT-IR analysis obtained new absorption peak that represents alkenes after 20 min of O3 

treatment whereas mostly of the absorption bands of O3/S2O8
2- flattened. 

1 Introduction  

Water contamination is one of the problematic issues 

that cause much of the concern to the society all around 

the world. The largest polluters is an industry with the 

generation of large quantity of wastewater used in 

processing activities. Although a wide range of 

industries are responsible for releasing the hazardous 

pollutants into the water bodies, textile dyeing industries 

is one of the major concerns. The dyestuffs that release 

from dyeing and finishing process are often strong 

persistent colour, consists residues of dyes and chemicals 

such as high concentration of chemical oxygen demand 

(COD) and complex degradation materials which is 

environmentally unacceptable [1, 2]. 

The technologies for removing wastewater 

containing dyes can be grouped into three types, which 

are biological, physical and chemical treatment. Each 

method has its own either technical or economic 

limitations. Typically, it is difficult to treat dye 

wastewater by conventional methods. It is because the 

azo dye molecules are often resistant to degradation due 

to the complex structured polymers that cause them non-

biodegradable [3, 4]. The conventional methods are 

often costly and create a disposal problem of 

precipitation formed after treatment processes [5]. For 

example, coagulation and flocculation processes with 

ferrous chloride or polymers have poor efficiency in 

removing highly soluble dyes and produce sludge 

problem [6]. Furthermore, ion exchange processes are 

unable to treat a variety types of dyes and high operating 

cost. 

Therefore, advanced oxidation processes (AOPs) 

have been introduced that involving generation of 

sufficient quantity of free radicals such as hydroxyl 

radicals (●OH) or sulfate radicals (SO4
●-) to complete 

degrade the dye molecules [7, 8]. The source of the 

radicals is either generated using single or combinations 

of different oxidants such as ozone, hydrogen peroxide, 

and titanium dioxide or UV radiation [9, 10]. In 

O3/S2O8
2- system, the oxidation potential can be 

improved by using the sodium persulfate reagent during 

the ozonation [11]. While Ozone has played a part in 

increasing the •OH, which will help to initiate the SO4
●- 

by activating the persulfate [12]. Both ●OH and SO4
●- in 

O3/S2O8
2- system play an important role in the 

degradation of COD and colour. In this system, it has 

some operational advantages over the limitations of the 

general AOPs such as high potential in decolourization, 

degradation, mineralization and no sludge produces. 

Additionally, ozonation is costly cause by short life-time 

[13]. Hence, by employing O3/S2O8
2- in oxidation 

process will effectively reduce the cost, it is because less 

amount of ozone is apply to the treatment process.  

In this study, the objective is to evaluate the 

performance of O3 and O3/S2O8
2- in terms of 

decolourization and degradation of RR120 dye sample, 

and characterized the change of functional group before 

and after the treatment. Next, to evaluate the effect of 

operating parameters on the treatment performance. 
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2 Methodology  

2.1 Materials  

The analytical grade dye used was Reactive Red 120 

(RR120) (C44H24C12N14Na6O20S6), obtained from Sigma-

Aldrich. Figure 1 shows the molecular structure of 

RR120. The persulfate dosage was prepared by Sodium 

Persulfate (Na2S2O8) obtained from HmbG chemical. 

The pH of the solution was adjusted using either 0.1 N 

NaOH or 0.1 N HCl to raise or to lower the pH upon 

decolourization and degradation. 

 

Fig. 1. Molecular structure of the RR120 

2.2 Methods  

Ozonation experiments were set up using a pure oxygen 

tank, ozone generator, ozone reactor, and glass reactor (2 

L). O3 generator will produce 2.53 mg/mL of ozone flow 

rate and continuously introduces through a porous fritted 

diffuser, followed by the 5 min of aeration to remove 

residual ozone. The excess ozone is destroyed in a 2% 

KI solution. Figure 2 shows the schematic diagram of the 

experimental setup. The experimental setup of the 

O3/S2O8
2- process are same as the O3 process, but with 

the different persulfate dosage were added gradually to 

the 2 L dye sample that determined from S2O8
2-/RR120 

ratio (1/1, 2/1, 3/1, 4/1 and 5 g S2O8
2-/1 g RR120). The 

experiments were carried out with different operational 

conditions, which are initial dye conditions (100, 300 

and 500 mg/L), initial pH (3, 5, 7, 9 and 11) and contact 

time (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 15 and 20 min). 

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of experimental setup 

 

 

2.3 Analytical Methods  

Ozone flow rate was determined by starch-iodide 

method. The pH was measured by the Hanna 

Instruments HI 2211 pH meter. COD analysis was 

based on procedure of Standard Methods for the 

Examination of Water and Wastewater: Closed reflux, 

colorimetric method [14]. The decolourization and 

degradation of the absorbing materials are measured 

by using HITACHI UV-Vis U-2810 

spectrophotometer at wavelengths ranging from 800-

200 nm with 10 mm quartz cell. The maximum visible 

region (λmax 535 nm) was employed as a base to 

follow the RR120 decolourization. The change in 

functional groups of the dye samples was determine 

using PerkinElmer Spectrum 400 FT-IR 

spectrophotometer over the range of 4,000-650 cm-1. 

The dye sample were first dehydrated at 650C to 

evaporate completely all of the organic solvent before 

FT-IR analysis. 

3 Results and Discussion  

The comparison of decolourization and mineralization 

of RR120 for both treatments method are based on the 

optimum operating parameter, where the most 

favourable condition to achieve highest removal 

efficiency are at pH 7, 100 mg/L of initial dye 

concentration and persulfate dosage of 5 g S2O8
2-/1 g 

RR120 for O3/S2O8
2- system. The ozone flow rate was 

maintained at 2.53 mg/mL. 

3.1 Decolourization  

Figure 3 shows colour removal of O3 and O3/S2O8
2-

. It 

can be seen that O3/S2O8
2- achieved higher removal 

efficiency compared to O3 only. It can be explained by 

O3/S2O8
2- has both •OH and SO4

●- attacks at the same   

time to break down the organic contaminants compared 

to only •OH in ozonation. SO4
●- have strong oxidation 

potential (2.5-3.1 V) as •OH (1.8-2.7 V) which both are 

capable to break the molecular structure of the dye [14].  

 
Fig. 3. Colour removal of O3 and O3/S2O8

2- 

Figure 4 shows the UV-Vis spectra of O3 and 

O3/S2O8
2-

 treatment. It can be seen that the intensity of 

absorbance was reduced sharply within 20 min of 

treatment time for O3/S2O8
2-

, which represents the 

cleavage of azo bond and resulting in decolourization. 
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On the other hand, the benzene and naphthalene ring are 

connected to the azo bond at 212 and 298 nm in the UV 

region also showed greatly reduced with O3/S2O8
2-

 

treatment. By comparison, although the degradation 

ability of organic pollutants by O3 is effective, but it is 

slowly degraded than O3/S2O8
2-

. This may be due to the 

fact that O3/S2O8
2-

presences of extra oxidants to attack 

against the aromatic ring of target compounds, and 

indirectly will enhance the degradation ability of organic 

contaminants due to its higher oxidizing effect. 

 
Fig. 4. UV-Vis spectra of O3 and O3/S2O8

2-  

3.2 COD Removal  

Figure 5 shows the COD removal of O3 and O3/S2O8
2-. It 

can be seen that O3/S2O8
2- achieved better removal 

efficiency than O3 only as experienced by colour 

removal. However, COD removal shows slowly 

increasing as compared with colour removal. It is due to 

the fact that as the oxidation continued, the fraction of 

available organic compounds that have highly selective 

for oxidized will reduces, and the remaining recalcitrant 

organic molecules are difficult to treat [2]. Therefore, it 

demands longer treatment time or presents of extra 

oxidant such as H2O2 or Na2S2O8 reagent to improve the 

efficiency to oxidize the remaining inert organic 

compounds. Although both treatment methods are 

effective in decolourization, but it is insufficient to 

oxidize the small organic molecules. 

 
Fig. 5. COD removal of O3 and O3/S2O8

2-  

3.3 FT-IR Analysis  

Figure 6 shows the FT-IR spectra for O3 and O3/S2O8
2- 

treatment. It can be seen that the peak initially located at 

1483 and 1417 cm-1 was reduced after 20 min with O3 

and O3/S2O8
2- treatment, respectively. It is indicated that 

the azo bond has been degraded with the treatment time. 

At 0 min, O3/S2O8
2- shown mostly of the peak becomes 

smoothness after addition of sodium persulfate reagent 

compared to the ozonation that have many bands and 

peaks. It can be explained by the naturally occurring 

persulfate anion in the solution can degraded the organic 

pollutants before ozonation [16]. At 20 min of ozonation, 

although most of the peak intensities were reduced, but 

there has still had many bands that can be characterized 

as individual functional group. By comparing with 

O3/S2O8
2- treatment, even though there still have 

sulphonic groups located at 1152 cm-1, but overall it can 

be seen that the trend was smoothness. 

 
Fig. 6. FT-IR Spectra of O3 and O3/S2O8

2-  

3.4 Effect of Initial pH  

The pH values were reduced steadily from pH 7 to 3 

after treatment processes. It may due to the degradation 

of aromatic compounds are forming the acidic 

intermediate products such as alkenes and carboxylic 

acid [15, 8, 17]. This statement was supported by the 

findings as shown at FT-IR analysis. 

Furthermore, it can be seen that both methods 

achieved completely decolourization from pH 3 to 5, and 

further to 11. On the other hand, COD removal for both 

treatments was increased from pH 3 to 5, and sharply 

rose to 7. Finally, slowly increased from pH 7 to 11. This 

may explained by reaction between molecular ozone and 

organic pollutant is the predominant mechanism at low 

pH and took over by radicals at high pH [18]. Therefore 

direct oxidation is less effective than indirect oxidation 

due to radicals have stronger oxidizing power than ozone 

molecule. Thus, pH 7 was selected as the best pH as 

increasing of pH has little effect on the concentration. 

Subsequently, no observed of significant increases of 

removal efficiency when increasing of pH from 7 to 11. 

It may be due to carbonate ions (CO3
2-) and bicarbonate 

ions (HCO3-) produced in large amount at pH greater 

than 9 and become hydroxyl radical scavengers by 

interfering the existing reaction and compete for 

hydroxyl radicals with the target pollutant. 

3.5 Effect of Initial Dye Concentration 

Figure 7 and 8 shows the colour and COD removal rate 

at 100 and 500 mg/L dye concentration for O3 and O3/ 

S2O82- treatment. It can be seen that both graphs have a 

higher efficiency of reduction at lower initial dye 
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concentration than higher concentrations. In fact, 

increasing the dye concentration will increase the 

fraction of non-biodegradable and toxic components in 

the solutions. Thus, the removal rate for colour and COD 

will be lower for higher initial dye concentrations. It is 

because the ratio of ozone molecules to dye molecules in 

the solutions decreases with increases of the dye 

concentration [7, 19]. Therefore, more oxidants needed 

to be consumed in order to completely degrade the 

refractory pollutants.  

 
Fig. 7. Colour removal at different initial dye concentration 

However, by comparing Figure 7 and 8, it shows 

better decolourization and degradation of O3/S2O82- than 

O3 alone. Thus, it can be explained by the O3/S2O82- 

system have extra oxidants such as persulfate molecular 

or sulfate radicals which either directly or indirectly to 

enhance the performance in decolourization and 

degradation. 

 
Fig. 8. COD removal at different initial dye concentration 

3.6 Effect of Persulphate Dosage  

Figure 9 and 10 shows the colour and COD removal of 

O3/S2O82- system. It can be seems that persulfate dosage 

of 5 g S2O82-/1 g achieved highest removal efficiency for 

both colour and COD removal. Thus, it was chosen as 

the best dosage due to it have the higher percentage of 

reduction among others dosage tested.  

 
Fig. 9. Colour removal at different persulfate dosage 

From the results obtained, it can be concluded that as 

persulfate dosage increases, there will have a fast 

reaction rate that leads to the formation of sulfate 

radicals. It will result in higher decolourization and 

degradation efficiency when sufficient quantities of 

radicals were maintained in the reaction. However, 

excess dosage of persulfate in the solutions- will affect 

the performance of sulfate radicals system and inhibit the 

reaction. Hence, the overall efficiency will decrease.  

 
Fig. 10. COD removal at different persulfate dosage 

Conclusion  

Overall, the O3/S2O8
2- system obtained better 

decolourization and degradation of RR120 than O3 only 

based on the best operating parameters, where the most 

favorable condition to achieve highest removal 

efficiency are at pH 7, 100 mg/L of initial dye 

concentration and persulfate dosage of 5 g S2O8
2-/1 g 

RR120 for O3/S2O8
2- system. This statement was 

supported by the analysis of UV-Vis spectra and FT-IR. 

It can be seen that the degradation of the absorption peak 

of O3/S2O8
2- is faster than the O3. Furthermore, mostly of 

the absorption bands and peaks was flattened as 

compared to O3 which still have many bands that can 

characterized as individual functional groups. 
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